The construction industry has had considerable criticisms on inefficiencies in the quality and outcomes of professional services in project delivery. These criticisms have spanned design, estimating, procurement and construction, whilst a range of manifestations of inefficiencies have been reported in forms of errors, conflicts, omissions, mistakes and descriptive ambiguities. Although, there is strong evidence in literature regarding how these issues are triggered and how specific efforts can be targeted at some improved technologies and process-driven solutions in the interest of efficient outcomes, however existing knowledge about the forms of each indicator of inefficiency is somewhat superficial. Specifically, issues such as the complex nature of construction risks, slow uptake of some deliverables of digital innovations, professionalism and ambiguity in clients' requirements have been eloquently argued as common triggers of inadequacies in some outcomes of professional services in the construction industry. This studies reviews different forms of estimate errors in construction.
of projects as factors that could trigger quantification errors.  Double or multiple counting: As estimators attempt to predict the cost of a wide of work items in construction, it is often possible that they consider an item more than once; either as a whole or partially in multiple instances.
A typical example of this has been illustrated by [20] while criticising a bid unbalancing model by [21] . It can also extend to multiple provisions for taxes and indemnity against damages, as well vague considerations for spot and provisional items.
Description errors
Construction project scenarios are uniquely complex. When applications are updated and the standards are not, the impact on the efficacy of the estimating processes may be minimal.
Processing errors
Estimators rely on processing a large proportion of data from a diverse range of sources before they make many of their decisions. These data could be sophisticated, somewhat not definitive and not well connected to a new scenario where they will be applied. Moreover, due to their nature, errors in processing these data often appear in different forms:  System errors: Estimate data can be processed wrongly due to random system errors [28] . These may lead to omissions, partial inclusion and conflicting outcomes. These problems are relative to latent programming issues than what can be corrected simply by end-users.
Packaging errors
Packaging is an important part of marketing a professional service. 
CONCLUSION
Studies on mitigating the impact of errors have focused on investigating the causes and sources of estimate errors, however there is limited clarity on the form of errors being referred to.
This study has reviewed possible forms of error and specified directions of mitigating actions for each type. Studies on the applications of information technology for estimating services appear to be inconclusive to a large extent. Studies like [33] [34] [35] have superficially listed how computer applications are used for estimating processes. However, it is yet unclear how these applications definitively impact on estimating process. As pointed out by [36] , there can be several negative sides to the proliferation of estimating applications in the construction industry. Therefore, there is need to study estimating applications by their performance framework so that it can become easy to tell whether specific estimating goals can be met or not when such applications are deployed on estimating processes.
